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Student guidelines

AWAR D O F C R E D I T

This unit standard can be awarded with an Achieved grade only.

CONDITIONS OF ASSESSMENT
This assessment will take place over a timeframe set by the assessor.
●

You may ask your teacher to help you understand the task
instructions.

●

You may use a bilingual and/or an English dictionary but must not
use electronic devices.

●

You can write the answers or say them to your assessor

Note:
●

Your spelling and grammar do not need to be perfect, but your
assessor needs to be able to understand what you mean. This
standard assesses reading skills, not speaking or writing skills.
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Assessment task
This is one of two tasks that you will need to do to achieve this unit standard.
Read the text on the next page and answer the assessment task on pages 4 and 5.
Student Checklist
In this assessment task you will need to show you can do the following:

Performance
Criteria

Identify the purpose of the text.

1.1

Show that you understand key information from the text - at least 5 pieces of
information.

1.2

Show that you understand the meaning of important vocabulary in the text at least 8 words.

1.3
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Reading Text

Lemonade Scones
Did you know that you can make scones with lemonade? Well, you can! Lemonade
scones are very popular in New Zealand. They are very easy to make and they only
use three ingredients!

Ingredients
·

3 cups self-raising flour

·

1 cup lemonade

·

1 cup cream

Instructions
1. Turn on your oven to 240 degrees Celsius.
2. Put baking paper on a tray.
3. Put the self-raising flour into a large bowl.
4. Add the lemonade and cream.
5. Mix with a knife until you have a soft dough. Do not mix too much!
6. Put a little bit of flour on the table and put the dough on top of the flour.
7. Use your hands to make a rectangle from the dough.
8. Next, use a glass to cut circles from the dough. Put the round scones on the
tray.
9. Make more scones until you have used all the dough.
10. Put the tray of scones in the oven.
11. Cook for 12 minutes until golden brown.
12. Take the scones out of the oven and let them cool down a little.
You can eat your scones hot with butter. The best way to eat them is with whipped
cream and jam. This recipe makes about 10 scones, so you can share some with your
friends!

225 words
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Student Assessment Task
Lemonade scones

Name: …………………………………………

Date: …………………………...

The purpose of the text is identified (1.1).
Read the text and answer the question below.
1. What is the purpose of this text?
The purpose of this text is to
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Key information for understanding the practical purpose is obtained from the text
(1.2).
2. Circle the correct answer – True / False
a. You mix the dough with a spoon

True

False

b. You cut the dough with a knife

True

False

c. You cook the scones in the oven

True

False

d. You cook the scones for 12 minutes

True

False

3. Answer the questions
a. What three ingredients do you use for the scones?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
..………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
b. What is the first thing you should put in the bowl?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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c. How many scones does this recipe make?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
..………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

The meaning of essential vocabulary as used in each text is identified (1.3).
4. Match the words with the pictures. There are more words than you need.
butter

bowl

circle

glass

a. ………………………

lemonade

rectangle

b. …………………….

d. ………………………

knife

c. ………………………

e. ………………………

5. Add the missing words. There are more words than you need.
jam

quickly

mix

popular

instructions

brown

cook

a. Follow the …………………………….. to make scones.
b. You have to …………………………... the ingredients together.
c. …………………………... the scones in the oven.
d. Take out the scones when they are a ………………………... colour.
e. You can put ………………………... on your scones.
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